In this paper, the implicitly implemented LES method and fifth order bandwidthoptimized WENO scheme are used to make comprehensive studies on the interaction of vortex rings and shock waves of the MVG controlled flow at M=2.5 and Re θ 
I. Introduction
HOCK-boundary layer interaction (SBLI) is a kind of problem which is frequently met in supersonic engine inlet flow and external flow. The interactions usually decrease the total pressure recovery, degenerate the shape factor of the supersonic boundary layer, and result in flow separation. Adverse effects include the deterioration of the efficiency of performance, and even being unable to start the engine. To improve the circumstances, some techniques are developed. The conventional bleeding technique has the drawbacks such as high drag, compromising intake performance, increasing inlet weight and mechanical complexity. Recently, a sub-boundary layer control device called as micro vortex generator is developed as a new control device, which has the benefit of reduced drag and physical simplicity, and it is considered to be a hopeful substitution for bleeding control. Among the various generators, the microramp vortex generator (MVG) has the specific attractions to engineers because of its structural robustness, while other generators like microvane might be broken away and damage the engine because of the weak structure.
The basic mechanism of the flow control is thought to be that, the vortex generator will produce a pair of counter-rotating streanwise vortices, and the rotation of vortices will cause the momentum exchange between the faster outer and slower inner boundary layer. And due to the exchange, the boundary layer is more "healthy" to resist separation. In contrast to the conventional counterpart, the microramp vortex generator has the smaller size (approximately the height 20-40% of the boundary layer), and the vortices generated by MVG is found to remain in the boundary layer for longer streamwise distance. Such characteristic will make the momentum exchange more efficient.
In Ref. 1 and 2, a series of computation were conducted about MVG controlled flow using LES at M=2. 5 and Re θ =1440. Besides the traditional flow control mechanism, i.e., the streamwise vortices model, a new phenomenon called as "vortex rings" was first discovered, i.e., a train of vortex rings will be generated continuously within the boundary of the momentum deficit. The mechanism for the vortex rings was analyzed and found to be that, the existence of the high shear layer caused by the momentum deficit will result in the corresponding Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which further develops into a series of vortex rings 1 . Because the vortex ring can bring high energy to the lower boundary layer through "downwash" sweeps, corresponding mechanism should be considered at least as a part of the mechanisms of the flow control. Moreover, the impingement of the vortex rings to the oblique shock of the ramp brings about a new topic for research.
Generally speaking, the topic should belong to a category of vortex-shock wave interaction. A representative case of this topic is the interaction between a 2-D normal shock and a vortex or a pair of vortices. The first experiment was done by Hollingsworth & Richard 3 . They let the shock wave generated by a shock tube pass through an airfoil at certain attack angle. A vortex was shed at the tip of the airfoil and interacted with the shock wave bounced back from the end of shock tube. Quantitative experimental measurements had been made as well, e.g., the one using a spark schlieren and Mach-Zehnder interferometer by Dosanjh & Weeks 4 . On the other hand simulations have been made using various schemes and very dense grids. The most representative works is that from Inoue and Hattori
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. They used 6 th order compact Padé type scheme to investigate the interaction between one vortex/vortex pair and shock wave. Representative theoretic work can be seen in that by F. Grasso and S. Pirozzoli 6 . They developed an acoustic analogy by formulating a wave equation for the pressure disturbance, which is solved analytically by means of Green's functions, and a systematic study has been conducted on the effects of the vortex intensity and shock strength. Usually, the main issues concerned in vortex-shock wave interaction are: a) the deformation of the shock wave, which includes the shape of the shock wave when interacting, the reflection type of shocks( the regular or Mach reflection), etc; b) the multistage features of the interaction caused by the vortex interacting with the primary shock and the reflection shocks, etc; c) the acoustic characteristics, which includes near-and far-field of acoustic, the dipole and quadruple acoustic pressure structure, etc.
The vortex rings-shock interaction of the MVG controlled ramp flow is a new topic and different from the above standard ones. The differences exist as: a) the interaction is a more complicated 3-D one than the 2-D counterpart, which happens between 3-D vortex rings and the oblique shock wave; b) the interaction happens within or close to the boundary layer and the separation region, where other flow structures exist like vortices with small scale besides the shock wave; c) the interaction is a continuous one, not a one-time event; d) besides the rings, components of the primary vortices still exist and make the interaction more complicated. Although differences are obvious, results obtained in the standard vortex ring-shock interaction can give hints and suggestions to the current research.
In this study, we investigate the interaction between vortex rings and the oblique shocks by the MVG controlled ramp flow at M=2.5 and Re θ =5760. The trailing edge declining angle of the MVG is 70° in computation. A kind of large eddy simulation method is used by solving the unfiltered form of the Navier-Stokes equations with the 5 th order Bandwidth-optimized WENO scheme 7 , which is generally referred to the so-called implicitly implemented LES 8 . Without explicitly using the subgrid scale (SGS) model as the explicit LES, the implicitly implemented LES uses the intrinsic dissipation of the numerical method to dissipate the turbulent energy accumulated at the unresolved scales with high wave numbers. Analyses are made on flow structures caused by the vortex-shock interaction.
II. Numerical Methods

A. Governing equations
where 
The viscous coefficient is given by Sutherland's equation:
The non-dimensional variables are defined as follows: the Navier-Stokes equations can be transformed to the system using generalized coordinates:
where
, etc are grid metrics, and
B. Finite difference schemes and boundary conditions
1. The 5 th order bandwidth-optimized WENO scheme for the convective terms 7 For integrity, the form of the 5 th scheme by Weirs and Martin will be described as follows. Considering the one dimensional hyperbolic equation:
The semi-discretized equation can be expressed as following: 
The mark '+' refers to the positive flux after flux splitting. The classic nonlinear weighted schemes by Jiang & Shu can be expressed as 9 : , and ε is a small quantity to prevent the denominator from being zero, which should be small enough in supersonic problems with shocks (10
). IS i is the smoothness measurement and has the following form: 
In order to make the scheme stable, further modification is made as:
Further improvement for k ω by Martin et al is:
where TV k stands for the total variation on each candidate stencil. The scheme for 
The difference scheme for the viscous terms
Considering the conservative form of the governing equations, the traditional 4 th order central scheme is used twice to compute the 2 nd order viscous terms. 3. The time scheme 9 The basic methodology for the temporal terms in Navier-Stokes equations adopts the explicit 3 rd order TVD-type Runge-Kutta scheme: 
The inflow conditions and other boundary conditions
The adiabatic, zero-gradient of pressure and non-slipping conditions are used for the wall as:
To enforce the free stream condition, fixed value boundary condition with the free parameters is used on the upper boundary. The validity of the condition is analyzed in Ref. 1 . The boundary conditions at the front and back boundary surface in the spanwise direction are treated as the mirror-symmetry condition, which is under the consideration that the problem is about the flow around MVG arrays and only one MVG is simulated.
The outflow boundary conditions are specified as a kind of characteristic-based condition, which can handle the outgoing flow without reflection. The details can be found in Ref. 1 .
The inflow conditions are generated using the following steps: a) A turbulent mean profile is obtained from Ref. 10 for the streamwise velocity (w-velocity) and the distribution is scaled using the local displacement thickness and free stream velocity.
b) The pressure is uniform at inlet and is the same as the free stream value. The temperature profile is obtained using Walz's equation for the adiabatic wall: First the adiabatic wall temperature is determined using:
, where the subscript 'e' means the edge of the boundary layer and r is the recovery factor with value 0.9; next the temperature profile is obtained by Walz's equation: 
C. Code validation
Because the 5 th order bandwidth-optimized WENO scheme is an already published high order scheme, and lots of applications have been made on DNS problems by the group of Martin, the code validation is only made to check if the algorithm is correctly implemented. The same validation cases are used as ones in Ref. 1 , and the correctness of the codes is validated.
III. The movement of vortex rings and the interaction with streamwise vortices
As detailed discussed in Ref. 1, the shedding of the upstream boundary layer over MVG will be entrained by the primary streamwise vortices generated by MVG, which mainly constitute the so-called momentum deficit. The momentum deficit means a region in which the streamwise velocity is far smaller than that of the outside. The spanwise cross-section of the deficit appears in a circular region, and the 3-D view is a cylindrical like geometry. At the boundary of the deficit, there exists a high shear layer. And the inflection point (1D)/surface (2D) of the velocity shear will result in the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, i.e., the shear layer will lose the instability and vortex rings will be continuously generated. The typical results about the flow structures can be seen in Figs. 1-2 . Table 1 gives some information about the grid configuration. The details about the geometric objects, grid generation, computational domain, etc, are referred to Ref. 1-2 and will not be repeated here.
In order to make further analyses, it is necessary to get the kinetic information of the vortex rings. According to the results of computation, it is found that vortex rings appear rather regularly after the MVG and before the ramp. So it is possible to obtain the information in averaged sense. Tracking the five most obvious vortex rings on the plate (see Fig. 3 ), the following parameters can be obtained: Table 2 . Characteristic parameters of vortex rings on the plate When vortex rings penetrate the shock wave and travel along the ramp, the shape is badly deformed. But it is still possible to obtain the averaged speed of the ring. After tracking the three most obvious vortex rings (see Fig. 4 ), the value of the velocity along the ramp can be found as: V ring,2 =0.86664U ∞ .
For the first velocity V ring,1 , the result is in consistency with the known knowledge, i.e., typical convective structures usually travel at a speed around 0.7U ∞ within the boundary layer, and even the second V ring,2 has the same quantity level. The interesting thing is that vortex rings travels faster after they interact and enter the shock wave. However, this phenomenon needs to be further verified. The possible explanation might be that V ring,1 only considers Because the streamwise vortices and vortex rings are both located away from viscous sub-layer for some distance, and there are few new vorticity transported to vortices except very small amount of vorticity which is induced from the bottom of the boundary layer by streamwise vortices, the conservation of vorticity should make the vortices closely related to each other. There are at least two type of transportation of vorticity: the one is classical localization of the vorticity of the shear layer which results in the generation of the vortex rings; the other is more complicated interaction of the streamiwise vortices and the vortex rings. In order to investigate the relationship between the vortices, we define three quantities using vorticity in a specific region (see the confined box in Fig. 5 ) as:
The third quantity is the maximum spanwise vorticity ω x,max region in the center plane of the confined box. The first integration is the positive streamwise vorticity flux over the z-axis projection of the section in the box with the same streamwise index, which approximately represents the vorticity flux generated by one of the streamwise vortices; the second line integration is the positive spanwise vorticity flux over the y-axis projection of the normal grid line at the center plane, which is used to demonstrate the vorticity flux and its variation of the vortex rings. Considering the pair of streamwise vortices is counter-rotating and vortex rings intersect the center plane in two locations, the integration only using positive vorticity to avoid mutual cancellations. Figure 6 gives the instantaneous distribution of the three quantities along streamwise coordinate z/h. From the figure, the following results can be obtained:
1) The variation trend between ) (
Intg ω and ω x,max is nearly the same, and there is no phase difference between the two curves;
2) The peaks of ) (
Intg ω and ω x,max represent the streamwise location of the upper intersection of the vortex ring to the center plane. And it is surprising to find that ) (
Intg ω also varies in oscillatory way, which means the oscillatory behavior of the strength of streamwise vortices.
3) There are three stages of the evolution of ) (
Intg ω , which reflect the interaction or coupling between the streamwise vortices and vortex rings: the first one is pre-coupling stage, which starts from 4~7z/h. In this stage streamwise vorticity grows slowly except several falling breaks, and the breaks correspond to the peaks of ω x,max , i.e., the vortex rings. The correspondence implies there is a certain kind of vorticity transportation between the streamwise vortices and vortex rings, but such correspondence happens every two peaks of ω x,max (there is no correspondence of ) ( Intg ω do similarly to peaks of ω x,max also. The correspondence might not be exact, and some phase error might exist; the third one is the post-coupling stage, which starts from 14z/h to the end of box. In this stage, the only obvious correspondence is that the peaks of ) (
Intg ω correspond to the peak of ω x,max , which looks like the inverse case of the first pre-coupling stage.
In Fig. 7 , the averaged distribution is given using the data of three quantities, and the boundary of three stages is drawn by two dashed lines. Before the end of the first stage, there is a location (shown by dash-dotted line at z≈6h) where the averaged ) (
Intg ω runs into a platform after increasing, which means the saturation of the streamwise vortices. Then the averaged ) (
Intg ω begins to decline when vortices enter the second stage, and ends at its minimum points, i.e., the start of the third stage. The declination of the averaged ) (
Intg ω means continuous weakening of the streamwise vorticity during the second stage. After that, the vorticity integration begins to rise again. Another characteristic location is at z≈8.6h, where the averaged ) (
Intg ω enters into a platform distribution.
The platform also implies the saturation of the averaged ) (
Intg ω , and no more spanwise vorticity will be added to the vortex rings in averaged sense. The declination of the averaged ω x,max after the location implies the diffusion of vortex rings, which makes the maximum spanewise vorticity become small.
Figure 7. The various averaged vorticity distribution
The interaction between the streamwise vortices and vortex rings shown by vorticity is a new interesting phenomenon. The existence of the interaction needs the verification of experiment, and the mechanism is still under discussion. 
IV. The interaction between the oblique shock and vortex rings
Because vortices can induce strong movement of the flow, the separation-and-reflection combined shock wave will interact with the incoming vortex rings and streamwise vortices over the ramp. And because the structures are fully 3-D ones and hit the shock continuously, the interaction has many features different from the classic 2-D ones mentioned in the introduction. In order to analyze the vortex-shock wave interaction, we plan to discuss the problem in three aspects: the flow structures on different sections; the shape of the 3-D shock wave; the vortex structure and the interaction caused by the induced flow.
A. Shock reflection and distortion in 2-D sections
Two kinds of sections are investigated: the first is the centre plane, and the second is a series of spanwise computational planes with constant streamwise index. The first section is the symmetric section of the domain in averaged sense, and what happens in the section is a typical 2-D like representation about the interaction; the second kind of sections are used to give more 3-D characteristics. The gradient fields of density ( ρ ∇ ) and pressure ( p ∇ ) are used to analyze the interaction.
Interactions in the center plane
In Fig.8 , numerical schlieren images and the contours of p ∇ are given to illustrate the interaction at four successive moments with equal time intervals. From the figures, the following results can be obtained as: 1) At the corner of the ramp, there is no obvious sign of shock waves, and the original shock wave retreats to a downstream position on the ramp. In another word, the shock wave is eliminated by vortices locally at the center plane, and the separation zone is found to become rather small. After the corner and above the ramp, there are at least two layers of shock waves: one is the original but weaker separation/reflection shock; the other is the stronger interacting shock wave caused by the vortex rings. Different layers of shocks will merge into one shock wave afterwards, i.e., the oblique shock caused by ramp. 2) When the vortex rings interact with the shock wave, the shock wave will be distorted like a bump. Because the upper vortex is of clockwise rotating, the shock will move outwards and the distortion propagates upwards along the original shock wave. When the vortex enters the shock wave and moves away from it, the distortion subsides quickly. The subsequent incoming vorties will repeat the process. 3) When the distorted shock wave intersects with the upper section of the shock wave, reflection will happen.
The type of the reflection is found to be the regular reflection (see the circle in Fig. 8 (a) at t 1 ), which means the interaction is the one occurred between the weak vortex and the shock wave. 4) Comparing Fig. 8 More details can been found in the movie about the contours of ρ ∇ and p ∇ .
In order to associate the vortex structure with the wave structures, the isobar contour at the center plane combined with iso-surface of λ 2 at the four moments are shown in Fig.9 . The general correspondence is that the location of vortex rings intersecting the center plane corresponds to the minimal pressure centre structure at the plane. The shock wave structure and the distortion caused by the vortex ring is consistent to that in Fig.8 (b) . 
Interactions in the spanwise sections
In order to show the 3-D characteristics of the vortex-shock interaction, it is necessary to check the flow structures on different spanwise sections. Figure 10 gives the contour of ρ ∇ and p ∇ at the same four successive moments. From the figures, the following results can be obtained:
The first section is the one ahead of the ramp corner. It clearly shows the combination of the incoming streamwise vortices and the vortex rings. It can be seen that there is a gap under the incoming vortices, which represents the reduction of the separation region locally near the ramp corner; besides the gap, the separation vortices are observed by the cross-section contour of ρ ∇ . At the second section, the separation vortices are all recovered under the MVG generated vortices, which implies the end of separation reduction and the V-type surface separation pattern 1 , and is consistent to the result in Fig.1 .
2)
The second section is the one near the ramp corner. It can be seen that the sign of shock wave is not obvious over and at the right hand side of incoming vortices, which is in consistency with Fig. 8 . This result shows again the separation/reflection shock wave is eliminated near the corner and around the center plane.
3)
The fourth and fifth sections clearly demonstrate that there are at least two layers of shock wave or wave structures. The shape of each layer looks like a bump covering the combination of streamwise vortices and vortex rings, and the bump decrease its size when propagating downstream. At the fifth section, the bump shape is less observable, which indicates the vortex combination moves far below the shock wave and have less influence on the separation/reflection shock wave. Multilayer structures and the bump like 3-D shape is one of the typical characteristics of the shock-vortex interaction. In order to get the overall understanding of the interaction, it is necessary to directly give the 3-D shape of the shock wave. In Fig. 11 , four snapshots are obtained using the iso-value of p ∇ . The value of p ∇ is selected to make the inner shock layer be exposed and seen from outside. From the figures, it can be found that:
1) The overall shock shape is rather irregular, especially at the foot of the shock. Comparatively, the wave surface at both sides of the domain can be visualized, while the surface can not be shown in the location near the center plane. This is consistent to that in Figs. 8-10 , i.e., the shock wave becomes weak at the center location due to the interaction, and it is even eliminated at the ramp corner.
2)
The 3-D hump like surface can be observed through the window of the outer layer (see t [1] [2] [3] , although the hump is not a complete one. This shape is mainly caused by the vortex ring-shock wave interaction, which will be discussed subsequently.
3)
Although there are large distortions about the shock wave near the ramp corner, the shock surface recovers to the quasi-plane at a downstream position, which means the vortex rings move away from the reflection shock wave far enough and have no strong influence on the shock wave.
C. Vortex rings and corresponding flow induction and interaction
In order to get deep understanding on the induction and interaction caused by the vortex rings, the vector field of the flow is analyzed together with the structure of the rings at the moment t 2 . Because the induction of the flow is the movement relative to the vortex, it is necessary to make a transformation to the velocity field by substracting the speed of the vortex. In this study, different velocities are used for different scenarios: when we analyze the vortex rings on the plate, we use the V ring,1 in table 2; when we analyze the vortex rings on the ramp, we use V ring,2 .
For the first case, only the vortex rings at the location near the separation region are analyzed. The region is demonstrated within two sections shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 shows a vector field at a spanwise section just in front of the vortex ring. Form the figure, it can be seen that the ring induces the flow to rotate around it. When this rotation happens in the lower part of the ring, it brings fast flow to the bottom of the boundary layer. This can be checked as follows : at the bottom of the boundary layer away from the ring, there is considerable backward flowing fluid, and such movement is actually caused by the velocity transformation; under the vortex rings, the backward flowing fluid stays more closer to the wall than that on both sides away from it, which means there is strong velocity shear under the vortex ring. In Fig. 14, a vector field is drawn at the horizontal plane that intersects the vortex ring at the middle. The velocity vectors show the flow rotation around the rings once more. And within the vortex ring, the streamwise vortices still exist. Figure 15 gives the vector field at the center plane and just ahead of the ramp corner. Because the vortex rings are still thought to be above the plate, the velocity transformation uses V ring,1 . Compared with Fig.13 , the velocity shear becomes weaker at the bottom of the flow. It seems reasonable because the flow has come into the separation zone, and the induction of the rings is weakened by the reverse flow of the separation. At the upper part of the ring, the rotation of the flow around the rings is observed as that in Figs. 13-14 . For this case, the velocity field is transformed using V ring,2 , of which the direction is along the ramp. After the transformation, the free stream flow will move towards the ramp, and the flow at the bottom and at the exit will have a backward velocity along the ramp. When the vortex rings enter the shock wave and stay closely under the shock wave (see the second vortex ring in Fig. 16 ), the upward inducing flow will change the flow after the shock wave, make the flow non-uniform after the shock and hinder the flow from passing through the shock. The effect of the hindrance is pushing the shock wave away from its original location. On the other hand, the induction is produced by a rotation around the ring, which will make the flow on the other side of the ring move downward and leave relatively faster away from the shock. The effect of this will make the shock wave recover to its former position. The overall effect is to form a curve-like shape or "bump". It should be mentioned that, although the core of the vortex ring is also the pressure center with minimum value, the center does not attract the shock wave towards it for granted. So the pressure center is not the direct reason causing the bump.
As noticed in Fig. 16 , when the vortex rings enter the shock wave, they incline to some degree to the ramp. So it is possible to put a spanwise section intersecting the ring at the middle part of the ring, as shown in Fig. 17 . The vector field shown in the section clearly demonstrates the upward induction of the flow at the center position of the ring. The inducted flow will interact with the incoming free stream and produce an obvious arc-like boundary. This boundary is actually the spanwiae shape of the bump shown in Figs. 10-11, i. e., the cross-section of 3-D surface of the distorted shock wave. So the reason for the 3-D bumped shock wave is that, on the one hand the vortex ring induces the flow rotation around it, on the other hand the slant shape of the vortex ring makes the interaction appear like a hump. 
V. Conclusion
In this paper, the detailed analyses are made on the vortex-shock wave interaction of the MVG controlled flow at M=2.5 and Re θ =5760. The analyses are based on the simulation using implicitly implemented LES method, in which the 5 th order WENO-type scheme is used which was developed by Weirs & P. Martin. The following conclusions can be made:
1.
The movement of the vortex rings is carefully analyzed and valuable information is obtained. Especially for the vortex rings on the plate, the streamwise convective velocity is found to be 0.78574U ∞ in averaged sense, and the strouhal number based on the height of MVG is 0.8634. Comprehensive study has been made on the interaction between the vortices and the shock wave. Due to the interaction, the shock wave is found to be eliminated near the center place of the ramp corner and retreat to a downstream location. The disturbed shock waves have multilayer structures, bump-like shape when visualized in different sections. And the reflection of the distorting shock to the relatively unchanged one has the type of regular reflection and more complex non-reflecting ones.
4.
The structures of the vortex rings are studied together with their inducing flow. Because of the flow rotation inducted by vortex rings and their 3-D geometric distribution, the interaction makes the shock wave appear as a hump.
5.
The vortex ring shape is distorted when passing the separation and reflection shocks, but no obvious vortex ring breakdown is observed.
